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A method is described for semiquantitative evaluation of Hartmann-Hahn contributions 
to cross peaks in a spin-locked NOE (ROESY) experiment. Corrections are presented for 
the resonance offset effects on the resonance intensities and on NOE buildup rates. Relay 
of spin-locked NOE to other nuclei via the Hartmann-Hahn effect is treated in a similar 
fashion. Comparison of slices through the NOESY and ROESY spectra of a sample of 
BPTI is used to demonstrate the correction procedure. It is demonstrated that a recently 
proposed modification of the spin-locked NOE experiment, using small flip-angle pulses, 
does not offer any further suppression of Hartmann-Hahn contributions relative to the 
original eXperiment. 0 1988 Academic press, Inc. 

The NOE effect is a powerful tool for determining molecular conformation in so- 
lution. For small molecules that have a correlation time (rc) that is fast relative to the 
reciprocal of the Larmor frequency (oL) the NOE is positive. For macromolecules 
(7, 9 l/tir) the NOE is negative. Bothner-By and co-workers (1) have developed a 
spin-locked NOE method where the NOE is positive for all values of the correlation 
time, 7,. This spin-locked NOE method is particularly useful for the study of inter- 
mediate size molecules (MW 800-2000) that typically exhibit very weak NOES in the 
laboratory frame. The spin-locked NOE method can also be used for the study of 
macromolecules and offers a convenient method for distinguishing direct NOE effects 
from indirect (spin diffusion) effects (2). 

The pulse scheme of the 2D spin-locked NOE experiment, often referred to as 
CAMELSPIN (I) or ROESY (3), is depicted in Fig. 1 a. In this experiment a spin-lock 
field of constant phase is applied during the mixing period. The strength of the RF 
field is defined as u. The effective field strength experienced by spin I in the rotating 
frame equals vI = ,,/(S: + v2), where 6i is the offset of spin I from the carrier. Spurious 
cross peaks can occur in this type of NOE experiment if the effective field strengths, 
vI and us, experienced respectively by two coupled spins I and S, are of nearly identical 
magnitude (3). For the case where vI = us (when spins I and S have identical but 
opposite offsets from the carrier) an oscillatory transfer of net magnetization takes 
place between the spin-locked components of the I and S spin magnetizations. A 
similar type of coherent magnetization transfer for detecting networks of scalar coupled 
spins has been described and exploited by Braunschweiler and Ernst (4). In their work 
they used a series of 180” pulses to accomplish the transfer of magnetization. The 
treatment presented by Braunschweiler and Ernst is based on isotropic mixing and 
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FIG. 1. Scheme of the 2D spin-locked NOE experiment (a) using a continuous spin-lock field and (b) 
using a pulsed spin-lock field, generated by the application of a series of pulses of small flip angle, 0 (0 4 n) 
(9). The phase, 6, is cycled x, y, -x, -3’ with the receiver phase x, x, -x, -x and data for odd- and even- 
numbered scans are stored in separate locations. Alternatively, TPPI phase cycling of the first 90; pulse can 
be used. 

their analysis does not predict the efficiency of magnetization transfer as a function 
of resonance offset. In the case where a continuous spin-lock field is used during the 
mixing period, as is the case in the spin-locked NOE experiment, the coherent mag- 
netization transfer between spins can be considered a homonuclear analog of Hart- 
mann-Hahn cross polarization (5, 6) and the off-resonance effects can be calculated 
directly, in a manner analogous to expressions derived by Mtiller and Ernst (7) and 
Chingas et al. (8). In this paper, first the magnetization transfer will be discussed for 
two protons, I and S, with scalar coupling J, using the regular spin-locked NOE ex- 
periment (I). Then, it will be shown that a modified version of the spin-locked NOE 
experiment that employs a series of equally spaced pulses of small flip angle (9) (Fig. 
lb) results in identical amounts of coherent transfer as the regular spin-locked NOE 
experiment. Subsequently, a qualitative analysis will be presented of the effects of 
other spins coupled to I and S on the coherent transfer between I and S. 

HOMONUCLEAR HARTMANN-HAHN CROSS POLARIZATION FOR TWO SPINS 

The resonance offsets of two protons, I and S, are 6i and as, and the spin-lock field 
is of strength u; the effective fields are labeled vI and us and make angles 0~~ and acs 
with the positive z axis (Fig. 2). The difference, aI - CYS, is labeled CY. During the spin 
lock (along the y axis), the Hamiltonian is given by 

2 = 27r{&IL + G& + ,(I; + Sk) + Jr-S’}. [II 
In this paper, all angular momentum operators with primes refer to the eigenbasis in 
the absence of the RF field; operators without primes refer to the basis where the RF 
field is present, with the z axis aligned along the effective field direction. It is convenient 
to compute the coherence transfer between I and S in the tilted frame of the magnetic 
fields (7) where the z axes are tilted to be parallel to their respective effective fields. 

In this frame, the Hamiltonian is given by 

2 = 24~11~ + usSz + J(IxS, + I,S,cos a + I,S,cos a + (I$$ - IJ,)sin CX}]. [2] 
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FIG. 2. Orientation of the effective spin-lock fields, q and vs, in the rotating frame. 

For sufficiently strong spin-lock fields, v 9 J, the nonsecular terms ZzSY and I,& may 
be neglected. The remaining scalar coupling part of the Hamiltonian may be rewritten 
as 

ZJ = 27rJ[I,S,cos a + (1 + cos a)(Z+S- + Z-S+)/4 

+ (1 - cos a)(z+s+ + z-s-)/4]. [3] 

Again, the Z+S+ and the Z-S- terms are nonsecular and may be neglected. As pointed 
out by Mtiller and Ernst, the remaining part of the Hamiltonian is very similar to the 
one for a strongly coupled spin system. Its four eigenvalues are 

E, = {2(vI + us) + Jcos a)/4 

E2 = -(Jcos a)/4 + q 

E3 = -(Jcos a)/4 - q 

with 
Ed = { -2(vI + us) + J cos a}/4 

q = 1/2{(q - us>2 + (1 + cos CX)~J~/~}“~. 

The stationary wavefunctions under spin-locked conditions are 

$1 = I+,+) 

$2 = cos $I+-) + sin $I-+) 

lc/g = -sin $I+-) + cos $I-+) 

[41 

[51 

$4 = I--> [61 
with 

tan 24 = (1 + cos a)J/{2(v1 - US)}. E71 

At the end of the evolution period, ti , the following magnetization components are 
present in the regular rotating frame: Zi, Z;, Sx, SY, ZLS”, IYSa, &IL, and SYZ:. The 
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presence of 1l, and SZ at this point is removed by phase cycling of the first 90” pulse 
of the experiment. When the spin-lock field is applied along the y axis, the Sk and 
I: terms are perpendicular to the effective RF fields and will rapidly defocus because 
of RF field inhomogeneity. To analyze the effect of the RF field on the remaining 
terms, these terms must be transformed into the tilted frame, as follows: 

-ff& 
I; -- cos CQI, + sin cyIIZ 

r:s: 
-a*I: - a&3: 

* cos ffslxSz - sin olsIXSY 

181 

[91 

r;s: 
--&II:, - a& 

b cos qcos ffsIySz - cos aisin crsIySy 

+ sin olIcos orsZSZ - sin a&n olsl$, [lo] 

with analogous expressions for the remaining terms, Sb, SXI:, and Sb1L. Because of 
RF field inhomogeneity, in the tilted frame only z components and zero-quantum 
coherences survive for more than several milliseconds. Therefore the only terms of 
interest in this frame are I,, S,, IS’,, I+S-, and I-S+. The product I,S, commutes 
with the scalar coupling Hamiltsonian and is a constant of motion. Any magnetization 
during the detection period originating from this term starts out in antiphase and does 
not make any net contribution to either diagonal or cross peaks. The terms I+S- and 
I-S+ are important and can be large. However, as is clear from Eqs. [9] and [lo], they 
result from antiphase magnetization components in the regular rotating frame and 
therefore also do not contribute to the net magnetization transfer. The time dependence 
of I, and S, is straightforwardly calculated by transforming to the eigenbasis in which 
the Hamiltonian (Eq. [2]) is diagonal. Calculation of the evolution of the density 
matrix during spin lock and transforming back to the product basis gives 

xt 
21, M (1 + c* + s2cos 2qt)I, + s*( 1 - cos 2qt)S, + RI+S- f R*I -S+ [ 1 l] 

with c = cos 24, s = sin 24, and R = is(sin 2qt) + cs(cos 2qt - 1). The I+S- and 
I-S+ terms in Eq. [ 1 l] represent zero-quantum coherence in the tilted frame. After 
the spin-lock field is switched off these terms transfer into antiphase multiplet 
components along the rtx axi:s of the regular rotating frame. Therefore, these terms 
do not contribute to the integrated intensity of diagonal or cross peaks. As is also 
seen from Eq. [ 111, the net magnetization transferred from spin I to spin S equals 
s2(1 - cos 2qt). 

CONTINUOUS VS PULSED SPIN LOCK 

In a recent report, Kessler et al. (9) proposed the use of a series of nonselective 
pulses of small flip angle 8 (0 4 r) and of duration TV, spaced by short intervals, T 
(T < l/6), for spin locking the magnetization in the transverse NOE experiment (Fig. 
1 b). It is shown here that this is equivalent to a continuous spin lock with field strength 
e/(7, + T), and that this method does not increase suppression of J cross peaks over 
the original continuous spin-locked method. 
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During the pulse, the Hamiltonian is given by 

2rp = VI; + A?@, 

where %@k is the free precession Hamiltonian: 
WI 

Zfp = s,r: + G& + &I’- S’. P31 
Evolution of the density matrix, p, during a series of N pulses and delays is described 
by 

p(N) = R-Np(0)RN, [141 
with R = exp(iZPTp)exp(iZfP7). Using exp(iA)exp(iB) = exp{@ f B)}exp(i[A, B]/ 
2), R can be rewritten as 

[I51 

yielding 
R = exp{i(Z?P7p + ZfP7)}. [I71 

Substitution in Eq. [ 141 shows that the pulsed spin-locked Hamiltonian is equivalent 
to the Hamiltonian, X”, given by 

A? = siFfp + VT&T + TJ. 1181 
This proves that for resonance offsets much smaller than l/7, continuous spin locking 
with a field VT~/(T + TJ is equivalent to applying a series of short pulses with RF field 
strength V, duration 7p, and spaced by intervals 7. 

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the Fourier transform of the time dependence of 
I; - Sb during application of a continuous RF field of 4 kHz and during a series of 
36; (5 ps) pulses, using a 20 kHz RF field and pulse spacing of 20 PS. In this simulation, 
spin I is on resonance and the offset of spin S is varied. The component at 0 Hz 
indicates I spin magnetization that is not transferred to spin S; the Fourier transform 
of the oscillatory transfer between I and S shows an increase in frequency of the 
transfer and a decrease in amplitude for increasing offsets of S, in agreement with Eq. 
[ Ill. As expected, comparison of Figs. 3a and 3b shows nearly identical behavior of 
the magnetization transfer as a function of S spin offset. 

The RF power needed for generating a spin-lock field of identical effective strength 
is lower if continuous RF irradiation is used compared to pulsed irradiation. If, during 
the pulsed spin lock the duty cycle is 7J(rP + T), the average power dissipated in the 
probe is (TV + T)/T~ higher than for a continuous spin-lock field of equivalent effective 
strength. 

HARTMANN-HAHN CONTRIBUTIONS FOR MORE THAN TWO SPINS 

All derivations presented above refer to the case of two scalar-coupled homonuclear 
spins in the absence of any other spins. Below, the effect of other spins on the I-S 
cross polarization will be analyzed in a qualitative manner. First, the case will be 
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FIG. 3. Fourier transform of the time dependence of 2; - SY under two conditions: (a) a continuous 4 
kHz spin-lock field applied along the y a.xis and (b) a pulsed spin-lock field consisting of 36” pulses (5 @LS) 
separated by spacings of 20 us. In both cases, spin I is on resonance and the offset of spin S is varied from 
50 to 500 Hz. At time 0, I; = 1 and SY = - 1. The component at zero frequency corresponds to the fraction 
of the ZI - Sk spin-locked magnetization that does not oscillate in amplitude. The exact computer simulation 
shows that for the small flip angles used (36”) the Hartmann-Hahn transfer is virtually identical to that 
obtained for a continuous spin-lock field with the same effective field strength. Spectra have been calculated 
with the program SPINCALC, kindly provided by Technic de Bouregas. 

considered where only one extra spin, X, is present, assuming that the effective field 
for spin X, vx, differs significantly from uI and us; i.e., 

bx - &I %- I.&xl. 1191 

In this case the scalar coupling between I and X and between S and X is weak, and 
the scalar coupling part of the Hamiltonian under spin-locked conditions denoting 
the interaction between X and spins I and S simplifies to J1xlZXZcos(orl - olx) 
-t- JsxX,SZcos(ols - 0~~). The part of the Hamiltonian during spin lock that describes 
interactions involving spins I and S (neglecting nonsecular terms) is given by 

+ JIS{Vz& + ~y&JCOS(~I - 4 + LSx>l. WI 
This Hamiltonian has the same form as Eq. [2]; the only difference is that the effective 
field terms in Eq. [2], vI and us, are modified by addition of ‘t~Jixcos(o~i - ax) and 
+-~Jsxcos(ors - OLX), respectively. Therefore, analogous to the calculation of spectra of 
a conventional ABX spectrum (IO), the magnetization transfer between I and S can 
be considered the sum of two transfers, with spin X parallel and antiparallel to the 
effective spin-lock field. The angle C#I (Eq. [7]) must be redefined in this case as 

tan(24’) = { 1 + cos(acr - as)}J1s/[2(u1 - vs) 

+- {JIXCOS(% - ax> - JSXCOS(% - ax))l, [21] 
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where 4+ and & refer to the 6 value for spin X aligned parallel or antiparallel, re- 
spectively, to the X spin effective field. It is seen from this expression that the third 
spin, X, can modify the Hartmann-Hahn match condition for spins I and S. For 
example, if spins I and S experience the same effective RF field strengths (in the case 
where I and S are at equal but opposite offsets from the carrier) they are “mismatched” 
by the coupling to spin X by {Jixcos((~i - CY~) - Jsxcos(as - ax)}/2. Similarly, if 
spins vI and us are different, the X spin can improve the match condition for half of 
the I-S spin pairs (for example, for the systems where X is parallel to the effective 
field) and decrease the match condition for the other half of the I-S pairs. This is 
illustrated by the computer simulation in Fig. 4. Figure 4a shows the Fourier transform 
of the time dependence of 1, - S, during spin lock, in the absence of spin X, for a 
small mismatch of the effective RF fields ( vI - us = 5 Hz). As expected on the basis 
of Eq. [ 111, a fraction cos22$ (-20%) does not show any modulation, and a fraction 
sin224 is modulated by cos 2qt. By introducing a third spin, X, with JIx = 10 Hz and 
Jsx = 0, the mismatch is removed for half of the spins but made worse for the other 
half of the spins (Fig. 4b). The unmodulated I spin component (at 0 Hz) is about 25% 
in Fig. 4b. For half of the IS pairs, the match condition is improved by coupling to 
spin X while worsened for the other half. The net effect is that the fraction of un- 
modulated spin-locked I spin magnetization remains nearly unchanged. It is also in- 
teresting to note that X causes the presence of two modulation frequencies instead of 
a single modulation frequency. If ]vi - vsj $ IJIsj, lJIxj, these two modulation frequencies 
become very similar (Eq. [2 1 I>. 

It is clear from the above that the magnitude of the unmodulated fraction of I spin 
magnetization is affected only slightly by the presence of other spins, k, provided that 

a) n 

+I, 
20 10 OHz -10 -20 

b) 
II 

FIG. 4. Fourier transform of the time dependence of Z; - SY for two different spin systems: (a) an IS spin 
system and (b) an ISX spin system. The spin-lock field was 5 kHz, & = 10 Hz, Jsx = 10 Hz, and .ZIx = 0. 
The chemical shifts are & = 0, 6s = 224, and 6X = 800 Hz. Spectra are calculated with the SPINCALC 
program. 
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Iv1 - vsl > c IJkI - Jksl, 
k 

P-4 

and 
h - vki % IJkI - &I; bS - Vkt < IJkI - hi. 

The transfer from I to S is still described, to a good approximation, by Eq. [ 1 I]. The 
presence of other spins causes a number of slightly different modulation frequencies 
that are usually not resolvable (in an experiment where the spin-lock period corresponds 
to the evolution period). Therefore, the oscillatory character of the modulation effect 
often disappears quite rapidly in practice. Moreover, because the modulation frequency 
depends on vI - us, it is sensitive to RF inhomogeneity. Therefore the oscillatory 
character of the Hartmann-Hahn-type magnetization transfer is damped rapidly in 
practice. Figure 5 shows the oscillatory character of the spin-locked magnetization for 
one of the two Cs protons in c(D-Ala,L-Pro,L-Ala)2 after the magnetizations of the two 
C, protons are spin locked when they are in antiphase relative to one another in the 
transverse plane. The decay of spin-locked CBH(l) magnetization is shown for four 
different strengths of the spin-lock field. In all cases the oscillatory character of the 
spin-locked magnetization damps faster than the decay due to T,,, relaxation. However, 
the weaker the spin-lock field, the larger the Hartmann-Hahn mismatch and the more 
rapid the damping of the oscillation becomes. The size of the modulated and un- 
modulated components is most easily measured by Fourier transforming the decays 
shown in Fig. 5, resulting in the spectra of Fig. 6. Integration of the resonance intensity 
at zero frequency relative to the total spectral intensity gives the fraction of unmodulated 
magnetization, which shows excellent agreement with values calculated using Eq. [ 111, 
assuming that the CBH protons form an isolated two-spin system. 

Because the effective fields make angles LYI and as with the z axis, the fraction of 
transverse magnetization that will be spin locked is proportional to sin aI and sin CQ, 
for spin I and S, respectively. Only the fractions sin olI and sin ols of the spin-locked 
magnetizations are in the transverse plane after the spin-lock field is switched off. 
Neglecting Hartmann-Hahn effects, diagonal peaks of spins I and S are attenuated 
by factors sin2a1 and sin’cys, respectively. The (NOE/Hartmann-Hahn) cross peaks 

FIG. 5. Intensity of spin-locked magruetization of the downfield CIH proline resonance of c(D-Ala,L-Pro,L- 
Ala), as a function of spin-lock time for four different strengths of the spin-lock field: (a) 9.1 kHz, (b) 6.7 
kHz, (c) 4.6 kHz, and (d) 3.3 kHz. The carrier was placed 380 Hz downfield of the observed proton resonance. 
The second C,H proton resonates at 570 Hz offset. The spin lock was started when the magnetizations of 
the two C&H protons were aligned in antiphase along the +y axis by inserting a delay of 2.63 ms after the 
initial 90: excitation pulse. The geminal coupling between the two CbH protons is 10.0 Hz. 
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FIG. 6. Fourier transforms of the time-domain data of Fig. 5. The unmodulated component measured 
from these spectra represents (a-d) 45, 64, 79, and 85.5%. Calculated values are 49, 65, 81, and 88%, 
respectively. 

are attenuated by factors sin arsin (us. The diagonal peaks are further attenuated by 
factors s’( 1 - cos 2qt) and the cross peaks have a Hartmann-Hahn contribution which 
is in-phase with the diagonal resonances proportional to s2( 1 - cos 2qt). Apart from 
NOE and relaxation effects, the relative intensities in the spin-locked NOE spectrum 
are therefore given by 

II = l/2 sin2a1(l + c2 + s2cos 2qt) 

IS = SI = l/2 sin arsin ass2( 1 - cos 2qt) 

SS = l/2 sin2as(l + c2 + s2cos 2qt). WI 

Superimposed on these intensities are the effects of the spin-locked NOE of interest. 
The spin-locked cross-relaxation rate between spins I and S, cIs, is modified under 
off-resonance conditions by (II, 12) 

uIs = sin arsin LY~UI&, + cos olIcos LYSB~~,~, [241 

where aIs, and Q,, are the transverse (I) and longitudinal cross-relaxation rates. For 
most cases of interest urs,, will be significantly smaller than IJ~~,, so the longitudinal 
contribution (with the small coefficient cos olIcos as) usually may be neglected. 

I-S NOE in the presence of I-S coupling. When measuring the spin-locked NOE 
between coupled spins, the cross-peak intensities must be corrected for Hartmann- 
Hahn contributions. As discussed above, under mismatched conditions the amount 
of Hartmann-Hahn transfer has a quadratic dependence on the size of the Jcoupling. 
Since the size of this coupling may not be known accurately, and because there also 
is a weak dependence on the presence of other spins coupled to I or S, a reliable 
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measurement of the NOE component becomes very difficult for systems where the 
Hartmann-Hahn component is stronger than the NOE component. If the Hartmann- 
Hahn contribution is of similar magnitude or smaller than the NOE contribution, 
two cases must be considered separately. First, if the difference in effective field strengths 
is much larger than the reciprocal of the mixing time 

(VI - I/s1 % 7,’ v51 

the oscillatory I-S transfer (Eq. [ 111) will have damped out by the end of the mixing 
period, and Eq. [23] simplifies to 

II =z l/2 sin*ar(l + c2) 

IS = SI = l/2 sin arsin ass2 

SS = l/2 sin2as( 1 + c2). t261 
For short mixing times, where condition [25] is not satisfied, the Hartmann-Hahn 
contribution can be averaged by adding a small random variation to the length of the 
mixing period, analogous to the random variation used in NOESY experiments for 
eliminating zero-quantum contributions (13). For expression [26] to become applicable, 
the random part of the spin-lock period should be at least of length l/[vi - Y~I. Of 
course, if the NOE contribution to a cross peak is much larger than s2, such random 
variation of the mixing time will not be necessary unless a very accurate measurement 
of the NOE is required. 

K-I NOE in the presence of 1-S coupling. In practice, two spins K and I that have 
an NOE interaction will often be scalar coupled to other spins. This not only affects 
the KI NOE intensity but also can give spurious KS NOE cross peaks if spins I and 
S are scalar coupled (2, 14). As, before, a simple reliable estimate of the Hartmann- 
Hahn effects requires that there is a significant mismatch (4 < 15”) and that the 
transfer frequencies (2q) are greater than l/7,. In the absence of I-S coupling, the 
transfer of magnetization from K to I via the NOE effect can be described by a function, 

f(t). To a first approximation, the relay from K to S is then given by 

KS = 0.5 sin a&n CQ 
s 

rmf(t)S2{ 1 - cos 2q(7, - t)}dt. [271 
0 

Since f(t) is a slowly growing function ( f( 1/2q) < 1) and T, 9 1/2q, the KS transfer 
can be approximated by 

KS = 0.5 sin orksin o~sf(~,).s~. WI 

Similarly, because of the I-S relay the KI NOE cross-peak intensity will change by a 
factor, ,LI, given by 

p = 1 - 0.5s*. u91 
For interactions involving equivalent methylene protons or methyl groups, the rate 
of Hartmann-Hahn transfer under strongly mismatched conditions (\J[ 4 ~~~~~ - usual) 
remains unchanged to first order relative to the IS case. However, the amplitudes of 
the oscillation increase by factors of 2 and 2.5 for IS2 and IS3 systems, respectively 

(7). The semiquantitative analysis presented above is valid only if there are no other 
nuclei present that have a good Hartmann-Hahn match (4 > 15”) with spin Se 
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A TYPICAL EXAMPLE 

All correction factors derived above apply to the integrated multiplet intensities. 
Homonuclear Hartmann-Hahn transfer causes both net transfer and antiphase transfer. 
The antiphase component does not change the integrated peak intensity but generally 
will affect the maximum peak intensity. Averaging over a number of slightly different 
mixing times (see above) can eliminate the antiphase components (4). 

In practice, the correction factors are quite small for the majority of connectivities 
in peptides. This is demonstrated by examining a typical example, the interactions 
involving the NH resonance of Tyr-2 1 in BPTI. A 2D spin-locked NOE spectrum has 
been recorded in HZ0 at 500 MHz, with the carrier positioned on the HZ0 resonance 
at 4.65 ppm and a 6.3 kHz spin-lock RF field. Further details about the particular 
pulse scheme used in Hz0 are presented elsewhere (15). 

Direct Hartmann-Hahn contributions. The F, trace through the 2D spin-locked 
NOE spectrum taken at the Fz frequency of the Tyr-21-NH proton is shown in Fig. 
7a. For comparison, the corresponding F, trace taken through a NOESY spectrum 
with 120 ms mixing time is shown in Fig. 7b. The NH, C,H, and C,Hz shifts are 9.2, 
5.7, and 2.75 ppm, respectively. The effective RF fields make angles of LyN = 70.2”, 
aa = 85.2”, and ap = 98.8” with the positive z axis for the NH, C,H, and CpH2 
protons, respectively. The strength of the effective spin-lock fields for the three reso- 
nances are 6.698, 6.322, and 6.371 kHz. The couplings in Tyr-21 are JNH-c@H = 10 
and JColHSCBH2 = 6.5 Hz. Besides NOE effects, the relative intensities of the NH diagonal 
resonance and the NH-C,u Hartmann-Hahn cross peak follow from Eq. [26]. Their 

P  

b> 

I”‘IT”l”‘l”‘l”’ 
10 6 6 4 2 PPM 

FIG. 7. Cross sections through the (a) ROESY and (b) NOESY spectra of BPTI, taken parallel to the F, 
axis at the F2 frequency of the Tyr-2 1 -NH resonance. Both spectra were recorded at 500 MHz using nearly 
identical total measuring times (16 h). Temperatures were slightly different: 37°C (ROESY) and 42°C 
(NOESY), and the mixing times were 60 ms (ROESY) and 120 ms (NOESY). 
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intensities are 0.88 and 6.6 X lo-“, respectively. This shows that the Hartmann-Hahn 
contribution to the NH-C,H cross peak is extremely small (co.1 %) relative to the 
diagonal peak intensity. Note however, that a similar analysis for the C,H-CpH2 Hart- 
mann-Hahn contribution yields a 1.7% cross peak which could constitute a significant 
fraction of the C,H-CpH2 NOE cross-peak intensity. 

Relay of NOE via Hartmann-Hahn. Using Eq. [28] with the assumption that the 
CBH;! protons are equivalent, the amount of relay of the C,H-NH NOE cross peak 
to the CpHz protons is 1.7%. This demonstrates that only a very small fraction of the 
NH-C,H NOE cross-peak intensity is relayed to the CBHz protons. A much stronger 
relay is observed for the aromatic ring protons. The regular NOE spectrum (Fig. 7b) 
shows NOE connectivity to the C&H protons only, whereas the spin-locked NOE spec- 
trum displays nearly equal intensity cross peaks to the CsH (6.73 ppm) and C,H (6.8 1 
ppm) protons. Since the mismatch of the CsH and C,H protons is now quite small 
(4 = 25”), expressions [28] and [29] are no longer strictly valid and relay from CQH 
to C,H is nearly complete. The Tyr-21-NH proton also shows an intense NOE con- 
nectivity to a C,H proton of Arg-20 at 1.86 ppm. In principle, one might expect 
Hartmann-Hahn relay to the second C,H proton at 0.87 ppm. However, the mismatch 
for these two methylene protons is large (I$ = 2.7”, based on a 12 Hz geminal coupling), 
relaying only 0.5% relay intemity (Eq. [28]) to the second C,H proton. Figure 7a 
shows a cross peak to the second CBH proton that is opposite to the regular NOE 
cross peaks, indicating that this relay is caused by the (three-spin) NOE effect (2), 
which apparently is much larger than the Hartmann-Hahn relay contribution. Note 
that for the 120 ms mixing time NOESY spectrum (Fig. 7b) the NOE cross peaks to 
the two CBH protons are of comlparable magnitude, while the cross peak to the proton 
at 0.87 ppm is almost entirely caused by spin diffusion, 

Ofiet effects. As pointed out previously (3), Hartmann-Hahn effects can be min- 
imized by a suitable choice of the RF carrier position and by using a relatively weak 
spin-lock RF field. The necessity- of using a relatively weak RF field leads to substantial 
intensity distortions near the edges of the spectrum. Consider, for example, the Tyr- 
21-NH/Phe-45-NH cross peak in Fig. 7a. The two protons resonate at 9.2 and lo.0 
ppm, respectively, corresponding to off-resonance angles (ai and aa) of 70” and 67”. 
According to Eq. [24], the tran.sverse component of the cross relaxation is decreased 
by sin(70”)sin(67”) = 0.86. For macromolecules, the longitudinal component of the 
cross relaxation is opposite in sign and approximately half the size relative to the 
transverse cross relaxation, giving a contribution of -0.5co$67”)cos(70”) = -0.07. 
Therefore the apparent NOE buildup rate will be scaled down by a factor 0.86 - 0.07 
= 0.79. The cross-peak intensity is further scaled down by a factor sin(67”)sin(70°) 
because of off-resonance effects (Eq. [23]), resulting in total cross-peak attenuation by 
a factor of 0.68. 

DISCUSSION 

This paper presents guidelines for estimating semiquantitatively the intensity dis- 
tortions originating from nonnegligible RF offset effects and from homonuclear Hart- 
mann-Hahn transfers in a spin-locked NOE experiment. In practice, measurement 
of an NOE intensity with ~~10% accuracy is often sufficient and therefore for most 
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NOE cross peaks it will not be necessary to calculate correction factors. However, as 
discussed above, Hartmann-Hahn effects can become very important when measuring 
NOES between scalar-coupled protons that experience a similar absolute magnitude 
of the effective RF field. In particular, measurement of NOEs between protons that 
are close in chemical shifts may be seriously affected. For these resonances a semi- 
quantitative analysis of the possible Hartmann-Hahn effects will be necessary before 
a quantitative interpretation of the resonance intensities can be made. Also, if an NOE 
is observed to two or more protons that are scalar coupled, one should analyze whether 
these cross peaks could be caused by a single NOE interaction combined with Hart- 
mann-Hahn relay. 

The presence of Hartmann-Hahn magnetization transfer in ROESY spectra presents 
considerably more difficulty than the presence of analogous zero-quantum coherence 
transfer in NOESY spectra. Compounds, such as sugars, alkaloids, and steroids, that 
typically have a large number of scalar-coupled protons within a relatively narrow 
bandwidth may not be very suitable for study with the ROESY experiment. A large 
number of the possible interproton distances in these molecules may be difficult or 
impossible to measure with the ROESY method. It appears to be fundamentally im- 
possible to develop a method that measures the transverse NOE without the intro- 
duction of Hartmann-Hahn artifacts. In principle, the best approach for minimizing 
these artifacts is to use a very strong RF field of N kHz, with the carrier positioned at 
a distance of about N/3 kHz away from the center of the spectrum. In practice, this 
is inconvenient because it requires a spectral window in the F2 dimension much larger 
than the spectral width and the strong RF field would create RF heating problems 
during the mixing period. A better choice therefore is to use a relatively weak RF 
field, judiciously positioned such that Hartmann-Hahn matching effects are minimized 
(3, 16). 

Under well-adjusted conditions, the ROESY technique can yield spectra of quality 
comparable to NOESY spectra for macromolecules. The main advantage of the 
ROESY method is for molecules that have a near-zero regular NOE, whereas the spin- 
locked NOE can be as large as 0.5. Other advantages of ROESY are that chemical 
exchange peaks are easily recognized (I, Z7) and that spin diffusion effects tend to be 
small and identifiable. The guidelines presented in this paper permit making an estimate 
of the size of the Hartmann-Hahn contribution to NOE cross peaks. These guidelines 
may be used for more reliable measurements of the spin-locked NOE buildup rates, 
which may result in more accurate determinations of three-dimensional structures. 
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Note added in proof: In a recent paper, Griesinger and Ernst (J. Magn. Reson. 75,26 1) describe an elegant 
modification of the ROESY experiment that eliminates the projection terms sin&, sin oi,sin (Y~ and sinZols 
from Eqs. [23], [24], and [26]. Moreover, they discuss in detail the multiplet effects induced by the Z,S, 
terms of Eq. [IO]. 
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